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The coming of all mankind to live together as one.

Through the ages up till now a percentage of mankind has been living as human slaves or others 
may say existing within a false paradigm.

Tested brings a new enlightenment to live in abundance and glory.

Glenn Ratcliffe the creator of Tested brings an all solving method to bring to reality our real life 
purpose to the forefront.

“You can't get out of a trap if you don't know your in one”

“To know your being 'tested' is to know you can be free”

“Without knowledge we will perish”

“With confidence, you have won before you have started.......................................”

“Up, you mighty race, accomplish what you will”

Let us all protect the 'Greenhouse Effect'.............we are heading for destruction by 2040 if there's no
change;

Artificial Intelligence is ruining our quality of life and opportunity to grow how we should be 
growing as an Authentic people. Oneness is the 'Aim'.



                                                                   Glenn Ratcliffe

Glenn is an experienced  Actor, writer and Producer who has combined his knowledge wisdom and 
passion to collectively dismantled the old paradigm way of living, to thinking and transforming his 
own belief system back to the ways of authenticity. A mean fate by any means. Glenn Ratcliffe has 
picked up the mantle and is willing to pursue his mission into eternity. Tested the Movie has been 
introduced to 40 countries all over the world including China, Australia, Switzerland, Germany, 
United Kingdom and Japan etc. 



                                                             Support Mechanisms

                                                            
Mid 2022 Glenn met up with Peter Murray who also is a actor, writer and producer himself.
Peter Murray has decided to come on board and support Glenn on the 'Tested' plight.
Peter Murray is also an award winning Journalist with accreditation to his name.
'Held by Rocks'(2016)
'Choice'(2022)
'Skilled Diversity'(2022)

We also have Darryl Marshak who has also played a major part in the film industry by way of being
a well respected and gifted film producer contributing to this amazing project.
Darryl started his career in the film industry 1975.
'Dracula Sucks'(1978)
'Dracula's Bride'(1980)
'Cataclysm'(1980)
'Tiptoes'(2002)
'Prank'(2012)
'Any Day'(2015)
Accidental Diplomats'(2018) to name a few.
Darryl Marshak has worked alongside the likes of:
Diane Keaton
Leonardo DiCaprio
Gene Wilder – Blazing Saddles(1974)
Oliver Reed – Gladiator(1999)
James Mason
David Bowie
Teri Garr

                     Glenn Ratcliffe – Darryl Marshak interview: https//youtu.be/vYujxd2EE7U

               
                             Peter Murray                                                           Darryl Marshak



                                                                Added Support

Recently Glenn has been working alongside the likes of  'Diane Keaton' and 'Justin Bieber' recently.
Justin released a song in 2021 titled 'Ghost' whereby Diane co stars. Justin does not need much 
introduction as he has had mega success with multiple singles including “Baby”(2010), “Where Are
You Now”(2015), “Peaches”(2021).
Diane Keaton as some of you already know is a well known household name in the movie industry.
Diane has an acting career which spans six decades that includes an Academy Award, British 
Academy Film Award, two Golden Globe Awards and the AFI Life Achievement Award.
Glenn would love to rekindle his collaboration with Justin and Diane with his movie “Tested”.
What more can one say when there are Two heavyweights of the entertainment business tagging 
along.
                                                                                                     

                          Diane Keaton                                                                  Justin Bieber   

One of the best and most popular Music Videos in history currently 186 million views and growing
                               Ghost video on youtube: https://youtu.be/Fp8msa5uYsc   

 
                 TestedTheMovie.Com Trailer on youtube: httpstestedthemovement.com                           
                                                  
                                                            
                                                                    



                                                                   The Mission

The purpose for Tested film is to bring about a new form of Identity which enables us to live in total
synchronicity and greatness.

The test we all face is unique to us individually. The film Tested shows the viewers what 
information is fed to us via false indoctrination and what is the truth, the way and the light.

Do you? Me? Us? Have what it takes to overcome these powerful strangleholds and passive grips 
that keep us binded in modern subtle slavery?

Well look to 'Tested'.........................there you will find an answer.

Glenn Ratcliffe has compiled this brilliant drama/thriller to set the record straight.

                                                            Tested – The Movie

Glenn has a plethora of films to his name.
Films such as;

The Caribbean Pirates(2006)
Baywatch Nights(1996)
Axeman 2 – Overhill(2017)
Sex, Marriage and Infidelity(2015)
True Nightmares – A TV Series(2016)
These are all to name a few.
Check these films and listings out on IMDB.
Also check out Glenn Ratcliffe on YOUTUBE/LINKEDIN.

The Outcome:
The final production for Tested is revelation fulfilled into the never ending.
A complete transformation of  true direction and order to all living species here on the and in the 
heavens.
To be living a better life altogether with meaning, purpose and transparency.
To love each other without a motive.
Nobody is left hungry, starved or abandoned.
Our hearts can beat to its own drum.
Our minds can think authentically.
Our spirits can feel the real genuine love from above.
Our souls can manifest all of the messages from God.

Praises and Thanks:
We give thanks and praises to the almighty god for life and breath.
May our days be long and our cups runneth over.
Be filled with an abundance of love.
Thanks and gratitude to Jesus Christ our Lord.

                                                    



                                                            The Movie Summary

This Tested the Movie depicts a form of what would be a modern day revolution.
The change from consciousness of the dead to consciousness of the living requires a radical shift in 
the way we think and behave.

Without a test........there is no of knowing whether we pass or not. 
Without the movie...........there is no visual/audio way of showing how people they can pass the test 
then conquer the issue using the correct tuition. “Without Knowledge” - “All shall Perish”.
The easy road can lead to a hard road.
When troubles come our way, unless there is a way of dealing with the problem ourself, the next 
step would be to find someone who can fix it to help us.
When something [tragic] or [horrifying] happens to us maybe a loved one could even be a family 
member then it is grief, trauma, anguish, anxiety, pain, distress, test of forgiveness, stoicism and a 
long list of worst case scenario.
The question then becomes..............“where is God?” “I thought you said God is always with us”
“I don't see a God around here do you?”. “Look at what has happened to a member of my family – a
loved one”
Well always remember whenever a test is carried out there is always silence till the test is complete.
So Almighty God is watching, listening and in full awareness of the people, plants, animals, soil, 
sun, moon and stars etc at any given moment.
“No man hath a secret”
“Oh please Lord quickeneth me”
Lets uncover pieces of  'Tested the Movie' as to get an idea of what the film really portrays.

Firstly 'Tested the Movie' illustrates how people can be easily programmed to carry out a life that 
does not fit in alignment with themselves. Meaning people adhering to false doctrine on a consistent
basis. People in a mild state of coma with an average amount of mobility and a bit more. People not 
aware of the power they posses to live a magical life in the present. Could be just self confidence, 
belief system, discipline you name it.
'Tested the Movie' sets out to show its viewers the methods and tactics that can be used to past the 
test which enables each and every one of us to break the chains of the traps set against us and be 
totally free.
Remember......... You don't know your in a trap unless you're aware that you're in one.
Let us then turn to 'Righteousness' to overthrow our adversaries.
The things we speak, things we listen to, things we consume on a daily basis may require a slight 
adjustment. 
The things we eat, drink, smell, taste, pay attention to may also need a bit of altering. 
Do I take revenge on my enemies into my own hands or let 'Jesus Christ' our Saviour take care of 
our problems?
“The Kingdom of God is inside of you”
“Tested the Movie”
The soul intention of this movie is to make this world a better place.
This world consists of Police Corruption, Negative Forces and Drug Dealers'
Here we have an Enlightened Minister going about his daily life when all of a sudden come a wave 
of uncalled for disastrous events begin to appear into his physical space. Evil attacks come upon the
Enlightened Minister. A man now caught between good and evil.
A man having to deal with heartache and pain. A man who now has an honour to protect his family 
and friends. Should the Minister now take revenge himself rather than leave these overbearing, 
heart wrenching, catastrophic matters into Gods hands?
“He who believeth in me shall have eternal life”.



                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                    The Purpose
                                                        

The purpose of 'Tested the Movie' is to manifest liberation through sincere faith and mighty works 
in the name of 'Jesus Christ' our Lord so all humans on planet earth can return to their authentic 
state as co-creators of the universe and live in peace and harmony.
I feel the calling to share this information about Tested the Movie as it will bring more peace around
the globe. My eyes light up when I can contribute to making the world a better place and no doubt –
anyone who is seeking for peace, justice and a better life can resonate with what Tested the Movie is
all about.

Tested – The Movie(Trailer): https://vimeo.com/369048161/b0f634a22a

'Ghost' – Starring Justin Bieber, Diane Keaton and Glenn Ratcliffe, 186 million views to date 
https:m.youtube.com>watch

Glenn Ratcliffe – Official Channel(YouTube) A bit more with Glenn and Darryl.

“To know your being teste, is to know you can be free....” GR – FYI – Poster:
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEiCnSDPzk/oP0tscGwTE_3IZ_OV8AqQg/view?
utm_content=DAEiCnSDPzk&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publi
shsharelink#2

                                                                                 

Tested Funding Options:
https://www.pay.pal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=EJ48PERWVEM5C#

Article:
ThreeKard Productions                                                              Glenn M Ratcliffe
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Tel: +447908993316                                                                     PH: +1-818-749-4564
Email: peter709murray@hotmail.com                                         Email: glennratcliffe@icloud.com
Website: www.threekardproductions.co.uk                                Website: www.testedthemovie.com
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